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Abstract
This paper proposes a new approach for superpixel segmentation. It is formulated as finding a rooted spanning forest of a
graph with respect to some roots and a path-cost function. The underlying graph represents an image, the roots serve as seeds
for segmentation, each pixel is connected to one seed via a path, the path-cost function measures both the color similarity and
spatial closeness between two pixels via a path, and each tree in the spanning forest represents one superpixel. Originating
from the evenly distributed seeds, the superpixels are guided by a path-cost function to grow uniformly and adaptively, the
pixel-by-pixel growing continues until they cover the whole image. The number of superpixels is controlled by the number
of seeds. The connectivity is maintained by region growing. Good performances are assured by connecting each pixel to the
similar seed, which are dominated by the path-cost function. It is evaluated by both the superpixel benchmark and supervoxel
benchmark. Its performance is ranked as the second among top performing state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, it is much
faster than the other superpixel and supervoxel methods.

Keywords Superpixels · Segmentation · Spanning forest

1 Introduction

Superpixels have become effective alternative to pixels in
the past decade. They result from image oversegmentation,
which is dedicated to reducing image complexity while
avoiding undersegmentation (Ren and Malik 2003). An
image is oversegmented into many perceptually meaning-
ful segments such that each segment covers a local region
consisting of some connected similar pixels, and each seg-
ment is called as a superpixel. Superpixels have two prime
advantages over pixels. One advantage is the perceptual
meaning. In contrast with raw pixels generated by digi-
tal sampling, superpixels are formed by pixel grouping,
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whose principles are based on the classical Gestalt theory
(Wertheimer 1938) assuring superpixels enhanced percep-
tual meaning. This characteristic facilitates defining higher
order potentials, high order conditional random fields and
associative hierarchical random fields (Arnab et al. 2016).
The other advantage is the complexity. Since many pixels
are grouped into one superpixel, the number of superpixels is
much smaller than that of pixels. When superpixels instead
of pixels serve as atoms, the size of an image is reduced
greatly. The size reduction can accelerate the processing
in subsequent tasks, and in turn, it is possible to employ
some advanced methods which might be computationally
infeasible for the huge number of pixels. For example, com-
pared with pixel-based convolutional neural network (CNN),
superpixel-based CNN (SuperCNN) enables efficient analy-
sis of large context (He et al. 2015). Moreover, superpixels
can be further grouped to generate some object proposals
(Uijlings et al. 2013). It can dramatically reduce the number
of possible candidates to be checked in object detection. For
example, bothR-CNN (Girshick et al. 2014) andFastR-CNN
(Girshick 2015) benefit from such reduction of candidate
numbers. Such advantages lead to successful applications in
many vision problems covering image segmentation (Boix
et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2018), video segmentation (Tsai et al.
2016), semantic segmentation (Farabet et al. 2012;Mostajabi
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et al. 2015; Gadde et al. 2016), stereo computation (Mičušík
and Košecká 2010; Guney and Geiger 2015), object tracking
(Wang et al. 2011), objectness measuring (Alexe et al. 2012),
object proposal generation (Hosang et al. 2015), etc.

Although superpixel segmentation is application orien-
tated in someway, some general characteristics are expected:

1. locality a superpixel covers a local region;
2. coherency a superpixel is composed of similar pixels;
3. connectivity a superpixel is composed of connected pix-

els;
4. compactness a superpixel is compact in absence of edges,

it is expected to be square in an area of constant color;
5. adherence superpixel boundaries adhere well to object

boundaries;
6. uniformity superpixels are homogeneous in sizes and

shapes;
7. adaptivity compactness and adherence are maintained

adaptively;
8. efficiency segmentation should be computationally and

memory efficient.
9. scalability supervoxel segmentation can be achieved in

the same way;

These characteristics follow principles of perceptual
grouping and support general applications. They are the
criteria for developing superpixel segmentation methods.
Although there are many approaches available for use, none
of them satisfy all the aforementioned characteristics. For
example, Watersheds generate superpixels of irregular sizes
and shapes (Vincent and Soille 1991), which conflict with
the compactness and uniformity.

1.1 Existing Superpixel Methods

Three types of formulations can be distinguished in the exist-
ing literature: graph partitioning, boundary evolution and
feature space analysis.

Graph partitioning is the most common formulation for
superpixel boundary determination. A vertex denotes a pixel,
an edge links two neighboring pixels, and all the vertices and
edges constitute a graph representing an image. Superpixel
segmentation is achieved by partitioning the graph into a set
of connected subgraphs, each of which denotes one super-
pixel. The pioneering work is based onNormalized Cut (NC)
(Ren and Malik 2003). It measures both the total dissimi-
larity between the different subgraphs as well as the total
similarity within the subgraphs by a criterion based on nor-
malized cut, and solves a generalized eigenvalue system to
find the optimal cut partitioning the graph (Shi and Malik
2000). It produces uniform, compact and coherent superpix-
els. However, its computational and memory requirements
are high and its boundary adherence is relatively poor. Some

methods such as Superpixel Lattice (SL) (Moore et al.
2008), Lattice Cut (LC) (Moore et al. 2010) Superpixels via
Pseudo-Boolean Optimization (SPBO) and Superpixels via
Quaternary Labeling (SQL) (Chai 2019) find both horizontal
and vertical boundaries to produce a regular grid of super-
pixels. However, the segmentation performance is sacrificed
by these constraints. Compact Superpixels (CS), Variable
Patch Superpixels (VPS), and Constant Intensity Superpixels
(CIS) work similarly but generate superpixels without lattice
structure (Veksler et al. 2010). These approaches optimize
an objective function to find the graph cuts. The objective
function consists of a data term and a smooth term. The data
term favors coherent superpixels and the smooth termencour-
ages the boundaries to align with intensity edges. Their
computation costs are high and their performances are not
good. Entropy Rate Superpixels (ERS) result from greedy
optimization of an objective function consisting of entropy
rate of random walk on graph and a balancing term (Liu
et al. 2011). The entropy rate favors compact and homoge-
neous superpixels, while the balancing function encourages
uniform superpixels. It achieves good segmentation perfor-
mance with a relatively high computational cost. Minimum
spanning tree is an alternative to graph cut. Graph Based
Superpixels (GBS) (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 2004)
performs an agglomerative clustering such that each clus-
ter is the minimum spanning tree of the constituent nodes.
The generated superpixels adhere well to image boundaries.
The clustering is very fast. However, the size and number of
superpixels cannot be controlled explicitly, and the shapes
of superpixels are arbitrary. The locality, compactness and
uniformity are poor.

Boundary evolution is an alternative to graph partition-
ing for boundary determination. Two ways of evolution have
been developed for superpixel segmentation. One is growing
superpixels from some given centers, the other is adjusting
some given boundaries. Turbopixel (TP) is a representative
of the first category (Levinshtein et al. 2009). Originating
from the given centers, Turbopixels grow with their bound-
aries evolving step by step. Boundary evolution is driven by
geometric flow calculated from grown regions and the rest
regions. In this framework, geodesic distance is introduced
as a measure of structure and layout of superpixels, and cen-
ters are relocated to generate structure-sensitive superpixels
(Wang et al. 2013). The main drawback of these methods
is very high computational cost, restricting practical appli-
cations. Superpixel Extracted via Energy-Driven Sampling
(SEEDS) falls into the second category (Van den Bergh et al.
2015). Starting from an initial partitioning, it adjusts the
boundaries by exchanging pixels or blocks of neighboring
superpixels.Anobjective function based on superpixel colors
and boundary shapes is defined to favor coherent superpixels.
A simple hill-climbing approach is employed to optimize the
objective function efficiently. However, it may not converge
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Fig. 1 Rooted spanning superpixels. Starting from the seed pixels, the
superpixels growup pixel by pixel until they cover thewhole image. The
initial state, intermediate states, and final state are shown respectively

from left to right. Their boundaries and constituting pixels are depicted
as green lines and colored regions in the top and bottom images respec-
tively (Color figure online)

to optimal segmentation in some cases, and it lacks adaptiv-
ity between compactness and adherence. By constructing an
objective function based on boundary and topology preserv-
ing Markov Random Fields, Efficient Topology Preserving
Segmentation (ETPS) achieves excellent performance (Yao
et al. 2015). But it is not fast enough to support realtime
applications.

Feature space analysis is another formulation for super-
pixel segmentation.Working in feature space, it determines a
superpixel by finding its pixels instead of its boundary. There
are two ways to achieve this goal. One is mode seeking, and
the other is k-means clustering. Mean Shift (MS) and Quick
Shift (QS) are two techniques for searching modes of a den-
sity function (Comaniciu andMeer 2002; Vedaldi and Soatto
2008). Once modes in the image feature space are found,
pixels converging to same mode constitute one superpixel.
They are slow. The size and number of superpixels cannot be
controlled explicitly and the shapes of superpixels are usu-
ally irregular. Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) is a
constrained k-means clustering (Achanta et al. 2012), which
searchs pixels in a limited region instead of the whole image
to generate compact superpixels efficiently. VCell is also
built upon k-means clustering (Wang andWang 2012). Edge-
Weighted Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations is developed to
constrain superpixel boundary. The weak point of k-means
clustering is no guarantee of connectivity. SLIC relies on
post-processing to repair connectivity whereas VCell relies
on two special mechanisms to maintain connectivity. As
an improved SLIC, Simple Non-Iterative Clustering (SNIC)
updates clusters by incorporating pixels connected to the
clusters (Achanta and Süsstrunk 2017). It is faster than SLIC
since no iteration is involved. The k-means clustering is
based on the color difference and spatial distance between
pixels and cluster centers, which facilitates shape regular-
ization. However, only mean value of the superpixels are
referred in clustering, more cues can be utilized to improve
performance.

Superpixel has been extended to supervoxel, which is a
three-dimensional version and has many applications in vol-
umetric image segmentation (Lucchi et al. 2012) and video
preprocessing (Xu and Corso 2012). Some methods treat
video as a series of images, and segment them frame by
frame. The others treat video as volumetric image.An evalua-
tion of supervoxel methods for video processing is presented
in Xu and Corso (2012), where, Mean Shift (MS) (Comani-
ciu and Meer 2002), Graph Based (GB) (Felzenszwalb
and Huttenlocher 2004), Hierarchical Graph Based (GBH)
(Grundmann et al. 2010), andNC (Shi andMalik 2000), Seg-
mentation by Weighted Aggregation (SWA) (Sharon et al.
2000) and Temporal Superpixels (TSP) (Chang et al. 2013)
have been evaluated and compared.

1.2 Motivation and Contribution

The above formulations have both positive and negatives. For
examples, GBS is fast but does not allow number and shape
controlling, k-means clustering based methods allow such
controlling but needs advanced measures for the differences
between pixels and superpixel centers.

This paper adapts minimum spanning tree and proposes
a formulation similar to image foresting transform (Falcão
et al. 2004) to integrate thepositives of different formulations.
First, it adapts the underlying graph to represent vertex values
instead of edge weights. Second, it selects some vertices to
serve as roots of trees in spanning forest. Third, it introduces
a path-cost function to measure both color similarity and
spatial closeness between the seeds and the remaining pixels.
Fourth, superpixel segmentation is formulated as searching a
rooted spanning forest of the underlying graphwith respect to
the roots and path-cost function. Finally, a set of first-in-first-
out (FIFO) queues are introduced to maintain the candidates
to search the forest efficiently.

Based on this formulation, superpixel segmentation is
achieved via region growing as depicted in Fig. 1. Starting
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 2 Minimum spanning forest and rooted spanning forest. Vertices
and edges are illustrated as circles and lines. Edge weights are indi-
cated by their thickness, and vertex values are indicated by their colors.
bMinimum spanning forest of the disconnected graph in a, d is a mini-

mum spanning forest of the connected graph in c, f is a rooted spanning
tree of the connected subgraph (with green vertices) in e, h is a rooted
spanning forest of the connected graph in g, the roots are illustrated as
filled circles (Color figure online)

from the evenly distributed seeds, the superpixels are guided
by a path-cost function to grow uniformly in homogeneous
regions and adaptively when they touch object boundaries,
the superpixels grow pixel by pixel until they cover the whole
image. The number of superpixels is controlled by the num-
ber of seeds. Good performances are assured by connecting
each pixel to the similar seed, which are dominated by the
path-cost function. Benefiting from the FIFO queues, super-
pixels grow efficiently and the proposed algorithm is much
faster than the other superpixel and supervoxel methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: background
and adaptation of rooted spanning forest are presented in
Sect. 2, rooted spanning superpixels are formulated in Sect. 3,
experiments with evaluations and comparisons are presented
in Sect. 4, and conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.

2 Rooted Spanning Forest

2.1 Minimum Spanning Forest

Our formulation is based on an undirected graph, which is
called as a graph for simplicity. A graph is an ordered pair
G = (VG, EG), where VG is a nonempty set and E is a set
of unordered pairs of elements of VG , i.e. EG ⊆ VG × VG .
Elements of VG and EG are called the vertices and the edges
respectively. Each edge e = (s, t) ∈ EG links two vertices
s ∈ VG and t ∈ VG . If two or more edges link the same
two vertices, the edges are called multiple edges. If an edge
links a vertex with itself, the edge is called a loop. A graph is
simple if it has no loops and no multiple edges. A weighted
graph associates a weight with every edge in the graph.

A simple path in a graph G(VG , EG) is an alternating
sequence of distinct vertices and edges π = v1e1v2e2 . . .

vp−1ep−1vp, where ei = (vi , vi+1) ∈ EG , i = 1, . . . , p−1.
v1 and vp are the origin and the destination of the path, and
they are denoted as v1 = org(π) and vp = dst(π) respec-
tively. When p = 1, the path is called a trivial path. The
weight of a path is the sum of the weights of the traversed
edges. A graph is connected if any two vertices are connected
by one or more paths. If any two vertices are connected by

exactly one path, the graph is called a tree. The weight of a
tree is the sum of the weights of all its edges. A forest is a
disjoint union of trees.

A spanning tree of a connected graph is a tree that con-
nects all the vertices and each edge of the tree is an edge of
the underlying graph. One graph usually has many different
spanning trees. Aminimum spanning tree of a weighted con-
nected graph is a spanning tree whose weight is no more than
the weight of every other spanning tree. A minimum span-
ning forest of a weighted disconnected graph is a union of
minimum spanning trees for its connected components. As
demonstrated in Fig. 2b, the minimum spanning forest con-
sists of three trees; each is a minimum spanning tree of one
connected component of the disconnected graph in Fig. 2a.

Minimum spanning forest has been applied to image seg-
mentation (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 2004). However,
the graph representing an image is a connected graph as in
Fig. 2c rather than a disconnected one as in Fig. 2a. It is par-
titioned into some components by removing all edges whose
weights are above a weight threshold. Fig. 2d is a minimum
spanning forest of the graph in Fig. 2c based on a weight
threshold indicated by the thick edges. This approach deals
with the edge weights derived from the pixel values. These
derived values may introduce some extra errors in segmenta-
tion. Moreover, the number of segments and their coverages
are not controlled explicitly but depend on the thresholds
implicitly.

2.2 Rooted Spanning Forest

This paper extends minimum spanning tree and forest to
rooted spanning tree and forest. The underlying graph is
adapted to represent the pixel colors instead of image edges.
Some roots are introduced to control the number and shape
of superpixels.

An intuitive picture of the above concepts is depicted in
Fig. 2, where Fig. 2f, h are a rooted spanning tree and forest
of the underlying graph Fig. 2e, g respectively. As indicated
by the same thickness, no weights are assigned to the edges.
Graph partitioning is based on the vertex values (colors).
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2.2.1 Rooted Spanning Tree

Let r ∈ VG be a root, f (∗) be a path-cost function, i.e., f (π)

is the cost of a path π . A rooted spanning tree of a graph G
with respect to r , f (∗) is a tree T such that:

– V (T ) = VG, E(T ) ⊆ EG ;
– r is the root of T ;
– any root-originated path π in T meets one of the two
conditions:

1. π = r ;
2. π = τev subject to f (τev) ≤ f (τ ′e′v) for any τ ′ ∈ Π .

Where τev and τ ′e′v are one-edge-extensions of path τ and
path τ ′ respectively, Π is the set of existing root-originated
paths.

2.2.2 Rooted Spanning Forest

Let R = {ri |ri ∈ VG , i = 1, 2, . . . , K } be a set of roots,
f (∗) be a path-cost function. A rooted spanning forest F of
a graph G with respect to R and f (∗) is an union of trees
F = T1 ∪ T2 ∪ · · · ∪ TK such that:

– V (Ti ) ⊆ VG , E(Ti ) ⊆ EG for i = 1, . . . , K ;
– V (T1) ∪ · · · ∪ V (TK ) = VG , Ti ∩ Tj = ∅ for i 
= j ;
– ri is the root of Ti for i = 1, . . . , K ;
– any root-originated path π in F meets one of the two
conditions:

1. π = r ;
2. π = τev subject to f (τev) ≤ f (τ ′e′v) for any τ ′ ∈ Π .

where τev and τ ′e′v are one-edge-extensions of path τ and
path τ ′ respectively, Π is the set of existing root-originated
paths.

Rooted spanning tree is extended to rooted spanning forest
by injecting multiple roots instead of a single root.

3 Rooted Spanning Superpixels

This paper formulates superpixel segmentation as finding a
rooted spanning forest F of a graph G representing an image
I with respect to a set of roots R and a path-cost function
f (∗). Each tree Ti ⊂ F represents one rooted spanning
superpixel (RSS). G can represent a volumetric image or a
video, then each tree represents one rooted spanning super-
voxel.

3.1 Implicit Graph

A graph G(V , E) is employed to represent an image I (p).
Each vertex vp ∈ V represents a pixel p, and each edge
ep,q = (vp, vq) ∈ E links a pair of neighboring pixels p
and q. It is not necessary to explicitly store the edges since
they are recoverable based on a given neighborhood system.
Therefore, no explicit graph is constructed and the image
is dealt with directly. Each pixel is treated as a vertex and
it is linked to its 8 nearest neighbors based on the second-
order neighborhood system employed in this paper.When the
underlying graph represents a volumetric data, each vertex
represents one voxel and it has 26 neighbors.

3.2 Roots Selection

A set of seed pixels are selected to serve as the roots of span-
ning forest to control the number and locality of superpixels.
They are selected regularly and evenly on the image plane
as shown by the initial state in Fig. 1. Given the expected
number of superpixels K , the expected width of a superpixel
isw = √

N/K , where N is the total number of pixels. Seeds
are selected by sampling the rows and columns with an inter-
val of w. A schema similar to that of SLIC can be adopted
to adjust the seeds within their 3 × 3 windows, however, no
performance gains are found in our experiments.

3.3 Cost Function

A path-cost function f (∗) is developed to measure the color
similarity and spatial closeness between a seed pixel and
another pixel through a path. A general function for a path
π = v1e1v2 . . . vp−1ep−1vp is

f (π) = f (v1, . . . , vp), (1)

where the edges are excluded from the variable list since they
have no weights as declared in Sect. 2.2.

An existing path-cost function is the geodesic distance

f g(π) =
p∑

i=2

‖I (vi ) − I (vi−1)‖2 + λ

p∑

i=2

‖vi−1vi‖2, (2)

where ‖I (vi ) − I (vi−1)‖2 is the L2 norm of color differ-
ence between two successive pixels, and ‖vi−1vi‖2 is their
Euclidean distance. However, this color term fails to mea-
sure similarity between two ends of a path shown in Fig. 3a.
The alternating values amount to a large geodesic distance
for two ends of the same value.

As illustrated in Fig. 3b, this paper utilizes global char-
acteristics of a path instead of sum of local ones to measure
color similarity of path ends, and proposes two novel path-
cost functions.
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Without loss of generality, assume that the image has a
single channel. Let I (v) be the value of v, themaximal differ-
ence between the origin and rest pixels on path is calculated
as

f d(π) = max
1≤i≤p

|I (v1) − I (vi )|, (3)

and the range of values of all pixels on path is calculated as

f r (π) = max
1≤i≤p

I (vi ) − min
1≤i≤p

I (vi ). (4)

The maximal difference acts as a barrier between the ori-
gin and destination. It reflects the cost of going from origin
to destination along the path. Similarly, the range of values
also reflects such cost. They are more robust than geodesic
distance since they avoid summing local derivatives. More-
over, they outperform a simple difference between origin and
destination, which does not take the intermediate pixels into
account.

For images of multiple channels, the pixel value is a vec-
tor, the differences in Eqs. 3 and 4 are replaced by their L∞
norms. Since only comparisons are involved, it is quite effi-
cient. Moreover, by experiments, it is found to outperform
alternative norms such as L2 norm,which need floating-point
operations.

Spatial closeness is measured in the same way by treating
pixel coordinates as extra channels:

⎧
⎨

⎩

IM+1(v) = λ · x(v)

IM+2(v) = λ · y(v)

IM+3(v) = λ′ · z(v)

, (5)

where x(v), y(v), z(v) are three coordinates ofv, IM+1, IM+2,

IM+3 are three additional channels, λ and λ′ are two scaling
factors. IM+3(v) is employed only in supervoxel segmenta-
tion. Usually, the third dimension has different meaning (e.g.
time in video), and it needs a different scaling factor λ′.

For each pixel, its color value is in {0, 1, . . . , 255}, but its
coordinates can be large when the size of an image is very
large. By normalizing pixel coordinates using the expected
width of a superpixel w = √

N/K , Eq. 5 is written as:

⎧
⎨

⎩

IM+1(v) = λ · x(v) = λw · x(v)/w = λ̂ · x̂(v)

IM+2(v) = λ · y(v) = λw · y(v)/w = λ̂ · ŷ(v)

IM+3(v) = λ′ · z(v) = λ′w′ · z(v)/w′ = λ̂′ · ẑ(v)

, (6)

where λ̂, λ̂′ are two normalized scaling factors, x̂(v), ŷ(v),

ẑ(v) are three normalized coordinates of v.
The unified cost functions for maximal difference and

range of values are

f d∞(π) = max
1≤i≤p

‖I (v1) − I (vi )‖∞; (7)

f r∞(π) = ‖ max
1≤i≤p

I (vi ) − min
1≤i≤p

I (vi )‖∞. (8)

The cost is calculated efficiently by comparisons and sub-
tractions. When the path π extend to a new pixel vp+1, its
maximal difference cost is calculated incrementally as

f d∞(π ′) = max
1≤i≤p+1

‖I (v1) − I (vi )‖∞,

= max

(
max
1≤i≤p

‖I (v1) − I (vi )‖∞, ‖I (v1) − I (vp+1)‖∞
)

,

= max
(
f d∞(π), ‖I (v1) − I (vp+1)‖∞

)
. (9)

Similarly, the range of values can also be computed incre-
mentally. The costs of all root-originated paths can be
computed very efficiently based on the incremental comput-
ing.

3.4 Global Objective Function

The global objective function is defined as the sum of path-
costs for all the vertices (pixels):

∑

vp∈V
f (π(vp)), (10)

where π(vp) is a path connecting one root and vp, f (π)

takes either f d∞(π) or f r∞(π). Unlike the variables in the
existing objective functions for superpixel segmentation, the
variables are paths. Therefore, a path connecting to a root
denoting a superpixel need to be determined for each pixel.
Based on the inductive definition in Sect. 2.2.2, the paths for
all pixels must be determined progressively. In each step, the
existing root-originated paths are extended one step to reach
a new pixel vp by:

π(vp) = τ ∗evp (11)

τ ∗ = argmin
τ∈Π

f (τevp), (12)

where τevp is an one-edge-extension of τ to vp, Π is the set
of existing root-originated paths, τ ∈ Π means that τ is an
existing root-originated path.

The root-originated paths for a graph with two roots
illustrated in Fig. 3c and a path-cost function in Eq. 4 are
found as follows: First, Π = {v1, v2} as they are triv-
ial. Second, since f r (v1e1v2) = 1 < 2 = f r (v3e2v2),
π(v2) = v1e1v2, Π = {v1, v2, v1e1v2}. Third, π(v5) =
argminv1e1v2e6v5 f (v1e1v2e6v5) = v1e1v2e6v5, then Π =
{v1, v2, v1e1v2e6v5}. Fourth, π(v4)= argminv1e5v4
f (v1e5v4) = v1e5v4, then Π is updated to be Π =
{v2, v1e1v2e6v5, v1e5v4}. Finally, π(v6) = argminv3e7v6
f (v3e7v6) = v3e7v6.
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I

1 p

(a)

I

1 p

d r

(b)

v1 v2 v3

v4 v5 v6

1 2 4

9 5 8

e1 e2

e3 e4

e5 e6 e7

(c)

Fig. 3 Path-cost function. a Depicts a path with alternating values, b
two path-cost functions, where, d is the maximal difference between
origin and the remaining pixels on path, and r is the range of values of

the pixels on path. c Illustrates a small graph, in which the vertex values
are shown in the circles and the selected roots are gray vertices

Without the requirement τ ∈ Π , a path τ = v3e2v2 /∈ Π

can be extended to v5 such that f (v3e2v2e6v5) = 3 < 4 =
f (v1e1v2e6v5). In this case, v3e2v2e6v5 hasminimal cost but
v3e2v2 is not a root-originated path. With this contradiction,
the paths with optimal costs do not form a forest at all. The
algorithms in Falcão et al. (2004) cannot deal with this con-
tradiction. Instead, they accept only monotonic-incremental
and smooth path-cost functions. By enforcing τ ∈ Π , the
root-originated paths are extended step by step, and the above
contradiction is resolved.

3.5 Rooted Spanning Superpixel Algorithm

The inductive definition of root-originated paths allows the
rooted spanning forest to be found progressively in a manner
as Dijkstra’s algorithm (1959). In each step, it needs to sort
all candidates to select the best one as Eq. 12. Although a
balanced queue can be employed to store the candidates,
the total time complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(m +
n log n), wherem and n are the numbers of edges and vertices
respectively.

The proposed solution is motivated by counting sort and
bucket sort (Cormen et al. 2009). First, it divides the cost
range into a set of equal-sized intervals (buckets) as bucket
sort does. Second, it assigns an integer to each interval as
required by counting sort. When only colors are consid-
ered, the proposed path-cost functions directly take integers
in {0, 1, . . . , 255}. When spatial coordinates are consid-
ered, real intervals need to be quantized into integers as the
path-cost functions may take nonnegative real values. This
quantization has little influence on segmentation.

A FIFO queue ωy is employed for a bucket to store the
candidates whose costs are y. The candidates in one queue
are served by FIFO schema, which resolves the sorting oper-
ation of bucket sort. The candidates in a queueωy1 are served
before those in ωy2 when y1 < y2. Since one and only
one FIFO queue is employed for each bucket (integer), the
order of queues is fixed. Such fixed order resolves the sort-
ing operation of counting sort. Based on these queues, the

Algorithm 1 Rooted Spanning Superpixels Algorithm
Require: I , f (∗), g(∗), R = {r1, r2, . . . , rK };
Ensure: L;
1: set label L(∗) to zero for all pixels; {labels of pixels}
2: set state δ(∗) to true for all pixels; {true/false: unlabelled/labelled}
3: set cost ψ(∗) to maximal value for all pixels; {path-costs of labeled

pixels}
4: set cost φ(∗) to maximal value for all pixels; {path-costs of candi-

dates}
5: empty queue ω∗,∗ for all costs and groups; {store the candidates}
6: for k = 1 to K do
7: x ← g(rk); {get its group index}
8: pushback(ω0,x , rk ); {push it into a corresponding queue}
9: L(rk) ← k; {assign a label to it}
10: ψ(rk) ← 0; {record its path-cost}
11: φ(rk) ← 0; {record its path-cost}
12: end for
13: for y = 0 to Y do
14: for x = 0 to X do
15: while ωy,x 
= ∅ do
16: p ← popfront (ωy,x ); {pop the first pixel in the queue}
17: if δ(p) then
18: δ(p) ← f alse; {mark as labeled}
19: k ← L(p); {get its label}
20: for all i = 0 to 8 do
21: q ← neig(p, i); {get its i-th neighbor}
22: t ← max(ψ(p), ‖I (q)− I (rk)‖∞); {calculate its cost}

23: if δ(q) and φ(q) > t then
24: L(q) ← k; {propagate the label to it}
25: ψ(q) ← t ; {update its path-cost}
26: φ(q) ← t ; {update its path-cost}
27: pushback(ωφ(q),x , q); {push it into a corresponding

queue}
28: end if
29: end for
30: end if
31: end while
32: end for
33: end for
34: return L .

root-originated paths extend very efficiently since no sort-
ing operation is needed. Since candidates with lower costs
are served before those with higher costs, the existing root-
originated paths always extend to their most similar pixels.
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Fig. 4 Path extending based on groups of queues. ωy,x is a queue for
cost y and group x . The one-step-extension of paths in different groups
are searched simultaneously. However, they are synchronized by the
path-cost indicated by the dashed lines. Only after all paths with same
cost are found, can it start to search paths with higher costs

In other words, all pixels are connected to their most similar
seeds.

Multiple paths originated from different roots can extend
simultaneously. Without loss of generality, let the seeds be
partitioned into some groups indexed by 0, 1, . . . , X and
the costs be quantized into 0, 1, . . . ,Y . Then, the number
of seeds in x-th group is denoted as Kx , the queue for cost y
and x th group is denoted as ωy,x . Path extending in the same
group is carried out in serial while those in different groups
can be carried out in parallel. As shown in Fig. 4, the simul-
taneous extending is synchronized by the path-cost. Such
synchronization guarantees fair competition among differ-
ent groups and assures coherent superpixels.

The seeds can be put into either one group or K groups.
The former results in a serial algorithm. The latter requires
a huge memory for the K ∗ Y queues and is not useful in
practice. Since 4 or 8 CPU cores are usually available in a
personal computer, it is natural to partition the seeds into
4 or 8 groups, each being processed by one CPU core. A
simple way is to group the seeds according to the 4 quadrants
separating along central row and central columnof the image.
The key to achieve maximum speedup is the balanced groups
in terms of the number of seeds.

Algorithm 1 describes the Rooted Spanning Superpixels
(RSS) Algorithm based on the maximal difference. In this
algorithm, line 1–5 initialize all variables, loop 6–12 labels
the seed pixels, loop 13–33 propagates the labels to all the
remaining pixels. It seems that the complexity depends on X
and Y , however, many queues are usually empty. Actually,
every pixel is labeled once and only once. It means that the
complexity is O(N ), where N is the total number of pixels.
Therefore, the computation time is stable with respect to X ,
Y and K . The inner loop 14–32 can be carried out either
in serial or in parallel. To adopt the range of values, it is
necessary to record the maximum/minimum of each channel

in ψ(∗) and revise line 22 correspondingly. For supervoxels
segmentation, line 20 need to loop over all 26 neighbors.

As in Fig. 1, different labels indicated by different col-
ors are assigned to different seeds, they propagate pixel by
pixel as the root-originated paths extend step by step, until
all pixels are labeled. In a homogeneous region, all candi-
dates have the same color as seeds and have a zero cost. The
path extending and superpixel growing depends on the order
of candidates pushed into the queue. It assures superpixels
the uniform growing in homogeneous regions since the pix-
els close to seeds are served before the pixels far away. In
a non-homogeneous region, they have different colors and
costs. Pixels similar to seeds have lower costs and receive
a priority. Therefore, they grow adaptively after they touch
object boundaries. When the superpixel growing is paral-
lelized, the order of service for candidates of the same cost
may change. However, the final superpixels are influenced
only by the boundary pixels in two narrow strips along the
central row and central column respectively. Only a few of
these pixels have the same cost with respect to neighboring
seeds in different groups. Therefore, parallelization has little
influence on the final superpixels.

RSS is scalable as it is capable to deal with different kinds
of data in a unified way. On one hand, each pixel can take a
gray value, a RGB vector, a RGBD vector, or even a vector of
features. On the other hand, the data can be a 2-dimensional
image, a 3-dimensional volumetric data, or a video.

4 Experimental Results

This section analyzes the effects of path-cost functions
and scaling factor, and then compares RSS algorithm with
five state-of-the-art superpixel methods using the superpixel
benchmark1 (Stutz et al. 2018), which employs the Berkeley
Segmentation Dataset 500 (BSDS) (Arbelaez et al. 2011),
Fashionista dataset (Fash) (Yamaguchi et al. 2012), NYU
Depth Dataset V2 (NYU) (Silberman et al. 2012), Stan-
ford Background Dataset (SBD) (Gould et al. 2009) and Sun
RGB-D dataset (SUN) (Song et al. 2015). All codes for the
methods run on a laptop with Intel Xeon(R) CPU E3-1575M
@ 3.00GHz×8 to segment the images.

Boundary Recall (Rec), Undersegmentation Error (UE),
Explained Variation (EV) and Compactness (CO) are
employed to measure segmentation performance. Rec mea-
sures superpixels’ adherence to boundary by counting the
coincidence between superpixel boundary and ground truth
boundary. UE measures segmentation accuracy by cal-
culating the fraction of superpixels leaking ground truth
boundary. EV measures superpixels’ coherence by com-
puting the proportion of image variation that is explained

1 https://github.com/davidstutz/superpixel-benchmark.
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when superpixels are compressed as units of representa-
tion. CO measures the compactness of superpixels. Average
Miss Rate (AMR), AverageUndersegmentation Error (AUE)
and Average Unexplained Variation (AUV) are calculated
by averaging 1-Rec, UE and 1-EV over a set of K ∈
[Kmin, Kmax], and they are employed to summarize the algo-
rithm performance. Algorithm ranking is based on the sum
of AMR and AUE. Please refer Stutz et al. (2018) for the
details.

RSS algorithm is also compared with state-of-the-art
supervoxel methods using the supervoxel benchmark2 (Xu
and Corso 2016). The supervoxels generated by the top per-
forming methods are available in the benchmark, they are
employed in the comparison directly. To demonstrate its scal-
ability, RSS treats a video as 3-dimensional volumetric data
and segments it as a whole instead of frame by frame.

BoundaryRecallDistance (BRD), 3DUndersegmentation
Error (UE3D), Explained Variation (EV), 3D Segmentation
Accuracy (SA3D), Mean Size Variation (MSV) and Tempo-
ral Extent (TEX) are employed to evaluate the segmentation
performances. The former three correspond to Rec, UE and
EV, but BRD and UE3D are based on different versions.
SA3D indicates the achievable segmentation accuracy and
it is correlated to UE. TEX measures the average temporal
extent of supervoxels. MSV measures the size variation of
supervoxels along temporal axes. Please refer Xu and Corso
(2016) for the details.

The difference between superpixels by serial RSS and par-
allel RSS is ignorable, and their performance curves overlap
with each other. Serial RSS is employed for comparison as
the other methods are not parallel.

4.1 Path-Cost Function

Different path-cost functions can be adopted to define root-
originated paths and to generate RSS. This experiment
compares five cost functions: f g(∗) (Eq. 2), f d∞(∗) (Eq. 7),
f r∞(∗) (Eq. 8), f d2 (∗) and f r2 (∗), where, f d2 (∗), f r2 (∗) are
based on L2 instead of L∞ norm.

The bare comparison is based on pixel colors but not
pixel coordinates since the latter depend on a scaling factor λ
whose effects will be analyzed in the following section. The
overall performances on BSDS dataset are reported in Table
1. The geodesic distance is outperformed by the other four
functions as lower AMR, AUE and AUV are better. Since the
geodesic distance is a sumof derivatives, it is sensitive to local
variations and noises. The other four functions are based on
global characteristics, they overcome this shortcoming and
significantly improve the performance.

One can observe that f d(∗) leads to lower AMR, lower
AUV and higher AUE than f r (∗) does. It means that bet-

2 http://www.cs.rochester.edu/~cxu22/d/libsvx/.

Table 1 Overall performances on BSDS dataset for RSS based on dif-
ferent path-cost functions

AMR AUE AUV AMR+AUE

f d∞(∗) 3.88974 7.39789 7.17524 11.28763

f d2 (∗) 3.78788 7.60433 6.97447 11.39221

f r∞(∗) 4.62260 7.17840 7.34485 11.80100

f r2 (∗) 4.88122 7.25717 7.22384 12.13839

f g(∗) 8.76662 7.28618 9.49756 16.05280

The performances are measured by Average Miss Rate (AMR), Aver-
age Undersegmentation Error (AUE), Average Unexplained Variation
(AUV) and AMR+AUE

ter boundary adherence and coherence is achieved by f d(∗)

while higher segmentation accuracy is achieved by f r (∗).
These two functions compensate for each other, however,
f d(∗) outperforms f r (∗) for all five dataset except for Fash
according to the sum of AMR and AUE.

Moreover, f d∞(∗) and f r∞(∗) perform a little better than
f d2 (∗) and f r2 (∗) respectively except for EV, which is based
on L2 norm. Red and white are as similar as red and black
under L∞ norm. In contrast, red is similar to black more
than white under L2 norm since it averages the differences in
three channels. It indicates thatmore coherent superpixels are
assured by L∞. Another advantage of L∞ norm is its compu-
tational cost. The L∞ norm only needs integer comparisons
while the L2 norm needs floating-point computations. f d∞(∗)

is employed in the rest experiments.

4.2 Balancing Factor

As shown in Fig. 5, the shapes of superpixels can be regu-
larized by the scaling factor λ̂ in Eq. 6. This factor balances
the color similarity and spatial closeness. Given the expected
number of superpixels K , λ̂ is the only parameter to be spec-
ified for RSS algorithm.

When λ̂ = 0, superpixel growing depends only on pixel
colors and is sensitive to noises. The superpixels have irregu-
lar shapes.When λ̂ > 0, superpixel growing depends on both
colors and distances, superpixels are regularized to have reg-
ular shapes. As λ̂ increases, the shapes become more regular.
When λ̂ ≥ 512, the superpixels are squares as superimposed
on rightmost image. Themaximal normalized coordinate dif-
ference between a pixels v at a square’s borders and its center
vc is 0.5, i.e., max(|x̂(v)− x̂(vc)|, |ŷ(v)− ŷ(vc)|) = 0.5. The
normalized coordinate difference between all the pixels out-
side a square and the center of this square are larger than
0.5. By multiplying a λ̂ ≥ 512, their coordinate differences
are larger than 256, which is the maximum value for color
difference. Since the maximal difference is dominated by the
pixel coordinates, the generated superpixels are squares.
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Fig. 5 Shape regularization. The original image and superpixels generated using λ̂ = 0, 10, 512 are depicted respectively from left to right

Fig. 6 Performances based on different scaling factors. Rec, UE, EV and CO vary with respect to λ̂ and K , which are indicated by the horizontal
axis and line colors respectively

Figure 6 reports Rec, UE, EV and CO of superpixels on
BSDS dataset. The segmentations are carried out on a coarse,
middle and fine level based on K = 200, 1200, 6000 respec-
tively, and each is based on λ̂ = 0, 1, . . . , 20. As shown, finer
segmentation outperforms coarser segmentation as blue lines
are better than green lines and green lines are better than red
lines. However, for a fixed K , λ̂ has minor impacts on seg-
mentation performance especially for fine segmentation. As
λ̂ increases, UE is stable while Rec and EV decrease slowly
when λ̂ ∈ [0, 5]. As indicated by their compactnesses, super-
pixel shapes are regularized by λ̂ significantly.

The overall segmentation performance gets better as K
increases. Given a K , it gets worse as λ̂ increases since
coherency and adherence receive less priority to uniformity
and compactness. As performance is improved with the cost
of increasing K , it is important to choose a well-balanced
K . Given a K , it is convenient to select an λ̂ ∈ [0, 5]. A
smaller λ̂ gives segmentation performance more priority to
superpixel regularity. However, a large λ̂ can be employed if
uniform and compact superpixels are preferred.

4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Superpixel
Methods

ERS (Liu et al. 2011), ETPS (Yao et al. 2015), SEEDS
(Van den Bergh et al. 2015), SNIC (Achanta and Süsstrunk
2017) and GBS (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 2004) are
employed for comparison. The former three are TOP 3 algo-
rithms reported in Stutz et al. (2018). SNIC is an improved
SLIC. Both SLIC and GBS are used very widely. Typical
superpixels produced by these methods are demonstrated in
Fig. 7.

GBS is based on minimum spanning forest of a graph
whose edge weights measure the similarities of neighbor-
ing pixels. The segmentation is controlled by a threshold for
the edge weights and a threshold for the segment sizes. It
does not allow to control the number of superpixels directly,
and it generates some widespread superpixels of arbitrary
shapes. By introducing the roots of forest into the underlying
graph, the number of superpixels can be easily controlled by
RSS. Coupling the regularly and uniformly distributed seeds
with the path-cost function, themanner of path extending and
superpixel growing facilitates region competition and assures
superpixels the expected characteristics as demonstrated by
the examples. Each RSS covers a local, connected and coher-
ent region. They adhere to the boundaries of flowers, face,
shoulder, arms, white and black strips of shirt. Meanwhile,
they are neither too large nor too small, and they appear to
be compact or even square in homogeneous regions. They
allow further regularization by a scaling factor.

As a method based on boundary evolution, SEEDS over-
segments near object boundaries while under-segments in
the homogeneous regions. ETPS and ERS overcome this
shortcoming to some extent. However, noisy superpixel
boundaries can still be observed in homogeneous areas.
By clustering based on color and distance, SNIC produces
compact superpixels with clean boundaries at the cost of sac-
rificing some segmentation performances. As shown in the
last row, some white and black strips of the shirt are mixed
in one superpixel. The advantages of RSS over SNIC is that
superpixels grow along optimal paths, which assures better
coherence and adherence.

The above methods are evaluated and ranked based on
all five datasets. The optimal parameters for all methods
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Fig. 7 Visual comparison of different superpixels. Two images in the
BSDS dataset are segmented respectively into about 200 superpixels.
Superpixel boundaries are depicted as green lines on the original images.

Two images and their zoomed windows indicated by white rectangles
are depicted rowby row.The superpixels bydifferentmethods are shown
column by column (Color figure online)

Table 2 Overall performances
of superpixel methods

Rank AMR AUE AMR+AUE
Avg. BSDS Fash NYU SBD SUN

ETPS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.91 5.94 7.85

RSS 2.8 2 3 3 4 2 2.23 6.56 8.79

ERS 3.0 4 4 2 3 3 3.07 6.16 9.23

SEEDS 3.8 3 5 5 2 4 1.14 8.47 9.61

SNIC 4.2 5 2 4 5 5 3.67 6.32 9.99

GBS 6.0 6 6 6 6 6 8.31 8.43 16.74

The performances are measured by AverageMiss Rate (AMR), Average Undersegmentation Error (AUE) and
AMR+AUE. The first column list the superpixel methods. The metrics averaged over 5 datasets are listed in
the right 3 columns. The ranks for 5 datasets and their average are listed in the middle 6 columns
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(a) Rec (b) UE (c) EV

(d) min Rec (e) max UE (f) min EV

(g) std Rec (h) std UE (i) std EV

(j) std K (k) CO

Fig. 8 Performance comparison of superpixel methods on the BSDS dataset. It reports BR, UE, EV, their minimums/maximums and standard
deviations, standard deviation of superpixel numbers and CO with respect to the number of superpixels
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BSDS Fash NYU SBD SUN Avg.
ERS 0.459 0.755 0.850 0.193 1.020 0.655
SEEDS 1.319 1.460 0.178 0.059 0.204 0.644
ETPS 0.574 0.772 0.216 0.296 0.915 0.555
SNIC 0.090 0.143 0.083 0.043 0.196 0.111
GBS 0.061 0.095 0.113 0.026 0.138 0.087
RSS 0.023 0.025 0.028 0.007 0.033 0.023

Fig. 9 Efficiency comparison of superpixel methods. The total time
consumed by each method to segment all the images in each dataset is
divided by the number of images in the dataset to calculate the aver-
aged runtime in seconds for each method and each dataset. The last

column lists for each method the runtime averaged over 5 datasets. The
figure depicts the averaged runtime in seconds to generate the expected
number of superpixels for a NYU image

are selected by the optimization schema employed in the
benchmark. Firstly, for each method and each dataset, AMR,
AUE and AUV based on thirteen K ∈ [200, 6000] are com-
puted. Secondly, for each dataset, all six methods are ranked
according to their AMR+AUE. Thirdly, for eachmethod, an
average rank is calculated by averaging its ranks over all five
datasets. Fourthly, for each method, the average AMR, AUE,
and AMR+AUE are also calculated by averaging them over
all datasets. Finally, their overall performances are sorted
based on their average ranks. As reported in Table 2, it results
in an order same as that based on average AMR+AUE.
According to the ranking, RSS outperforms all the methods
except for ETPS.

The detailed reports forBSDSdataset are presented in Fig.
8. Rec, UE and EV along with their minimums/maximums
and standard deviations are presented. In addition, CO and
standard deviation of superpixel numbers are also presented.
Four facts can be observed from these reports. First is the
balance among metrics. Rec, UE and EV are well-balanced
by RSS as all these metrics are ranked as the second or third
among six. In contrast, SEEDS does not assure a good bal-
ance since it has the best Rec and almost the worst UE. The
second concerns stability. RSS performs stably from coarse
to fine segmentation as indicated by its smooth curves. It per-
forms more stable than ETPS and SNIC. GBS and SEEDS
performunstably as their curves vary sharply. The third is that
RSS generates more compact superpixels than SEEDS and
ETPS. The last concerns the number of superpixels. Given
an expected number, RSS generates a fixed number of super-
pixels for all images of the same size since it is fixed in
segmentation. SNIC and ERS also guarantee a fixed number.
But SEEDS and ETPS generate different number of super-
pixels for different images, which lead to nonzero std K. The
number by GBS varies significantly since it depends on the
other parameters indirectly.

RSS algorithm (serial version) is much faster than the
other methods as depicted in Fig. 9. The time consumed by
each method to segment all the images in each dataset is
divided by the number of images to get the averaged time
to segment one image of each dataset. For each method,

the above averaged runtime is further averaged over all five
datasets andpresented in the last column.Details for theNYU
dataset are illustrated in the figure, where the runtime with
respect to the number of superpixels is depicted. As shown,
the runtime of RSS is stable with respect to varying number
of superpixels while those of ERS, ETPS, SEEDS and GBS
are not.

The above reports are based on the optimal parameters
including the number of iterations for ETPS and SEEDS.
By reducing it to one, the averaged runtime over all five
datasets by either SEEDS or ETPS is 0.102s. It is still much
slower than RSS. Besides, it significantly impairs SEEDS’s
performance.Moreover, 40% computation time can be saved
when 4 CPU cores are employed to parallelize RSS.

4.4 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Supervoxel
Methods

GBH (Grundmann et al. 2010), SWA (Corso et al. 2008),
TSP (Chang et al. 2013) andGBS (Felzenszwalb andHutten-
locher 2004) are employed for comparison. The former three
are top performingmethods reported in (Xu andCorso 2016).
GBH is based on GBS, which is called as GB in this bench-
mark. A same scaling factor is employed for both spatial and
temporal dimensions, i.e. λ̂′ = λ̂ = 3. Their supervoxels on
six successive frames in the ice video of the Chen xiph.org
dataset are demonstrated in Fig. 10.

One can observe the adaptivity of RSS in Fig. 10. On one
hand, RSS are uniform and compact in the homogeneous
regions. On the other hand, they adhere to object boundaries
and indicate the peoples’ outlines. GBS and GBH segment
the videos into a set of nonuniform and irregular volumes,
some cover large homogeneous areas while some others con-
tain only a few boundary pixels. Although TSP are uniform
and compact, their adherence to object boundaries are not
good enough to indicate the peoples’ outlines. The overall
appearance of supervoxels by SWA is similar to RSS.

Figure 11 reports their performances. RSS outperforms
the other methods according to three metrics for segmenta-
tion performance. It achieves the best BRD (lower is better)
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Fig. 10 Visual comparison of different supervoxels. The 80 frames
ice video in the Chen xiph.org dataset is segmented into about 2000
supervoxels. Different supervoxels are depicted as different colors. Six

successive frames are shown from top to bottom. The original image,
and supervoxels generated by GBS, GBH, SWA, TSP and RSS are
shown from left to right respectively (Color figure online)

and EV. Its UE3D is good, but its SA3D is low. It seems to
contradict the correlation between SA3D and UE3D. Actu-
ally, SA3D also depends on the temporal dimension. When a
supervoxel covers more frames, the size of correct segment
increases and a higher accuracy is achieved. The other tempo-
ral metrics TEX and MSV are not good. Better SA3D, TEX
and MSV can be achieved when the scaling factors λ̂, λ̂′ are
optimized for the video. A better solution is to treat a video
as a sequence of images instead of a volumetric data.

As demonstrated in Fig. 9, RSS is three times faster than
GBS,which is almost an order ofmagnitude faster thanGBH,
SWA and TSP as reported in Xu and Corso (2016).

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a newapproach for superpixel segmenta-
tion. An image is represented as a graph, some regularly and
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(a) BRD (b) UE3D (c) EV

(d) SA3D (e) TEX (f) MSV

Fig. 11 Performance comparison of superpixel methods on the Chen xiph.org dataset. It reports BRD, UE3D, EV, SA3D, TEX and MSV with
respect to the number of supervoxels

evenly distributed seed pixels serve as the roots, the maxi-
mal difference and range of values are proposed as path-cost
functions to measure both the color similarity and spatial
closeness between the seeds and rest pixels via some paths,
superpixel segmentation is formulated as searching an rooted
spanning forest of the graph with respect to the roots and cost
function, and it is achieved by extending the root-originated
paths pixel by pixel.

The new formulation integrates some positives of differ-
ent formulations and achieves a good balance among the
expected characteristics: the number and locality of super-
pixels are controlled by the seeds; the coherency, adherence
and adaptivity are assured by root-originated path extending
dominated by a cost function defined on paths; the unifor-
mity and compactness are regularized by a scaling factor;
and connectivity is maintained by the region growing. Its
segmentation performance is ranked as the second among
state-of-the-art superpixelmethods.Moreover, it is the fastest
algorithm and allows parallelization. Finally, RSS algorithm
is scalable as it deal with different kinds of data in the same
way.

Its advantages are reinforced by some potential applica-
tions. RSS can be applied to various fields reviewed in the
introduction. In addition, it is able to find a region for a
given seed and a cost threshold, the regions based on dif-
ferent seeds and cost thresholds can serve as global object

proposals, which is especially useful for network extraction.
Moreover, in light of recentwork such asTu et al. (2018),RSS
promises new applications in CNN-based semantic segmen-
tation as it is capable to deal with high dimensional features
extracted by CNN.
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